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Why diquarks?

diquarks are bound states in color anti-triplet channel: 
3* (lattice, group-theory arguments and x->1 DIS)

a diquark-anti-diquark (dq-adq) state is bound by   
color forces

spin 0 (the `good` ones) diquarks are 3f. The spin 1 are 
less bound (Sakharov Λ-Σ puzzle) :: 6f.

the exotic spectrum is reduced because                      
3x3* < 3x3x3*x3* :: crypto-exotic light scalar hadrons                                                                                         
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The inverted mass spectrum
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Scalars from Theory
(1) Caprini, Colangelo, Leutwyler PRL 2005 -- the sigma

(2) Descotes-Genon, Moussallam EPJC 2006 -- the kappa

Partial wave S-matrix elements are real-analytic
S!(s) = S(s!)

and from unitarity

S(s) = 1/S(s!)

zeroes from the first sheet -> poles on the second

Dispersion equation analysis of ππ scattering in S-
wave indicate a broad resonance around 500 MeV

(1) (2)



Can dq-adq hadrons exist?

In the `t Hooft large N limit they do not
exist since the leading term in the 1/N 
expansion of any two-point correlation 
function of a 4-q operator is a 
disconnected graph

But: 
1.  N=3
2. other large N limits exist (Carrigan-Ramond) 
   where the quark is in the 3*



in diagrams...

! O(N2)

1!
N

‘t Hooft

Carrigan! Ramond

O(1) ‘t Hooft
O(N3) C.R.

Stems from the fact that there are no color singlets made up of 3 fermions (baryons) 
for N>3. C-G introduce quarks and `larks` trasforming as N and 1/2 N(N-1) of SU(N)
respectively. In SU(3), a lark=antiquark. In SU(N) a baryon is a qqL*.



dq-adq :: where else?

For some time they played a role to understand the so 
colled pentaquark baryons (Wilczek & Jaffe) 

The newly discovered X,Y,Z partilces [Belle & BaBar].                                                                                        



X → !J/" "→ C = +1 and X → #0J/" → ($+$!)SJ/" "→ P = 1

B± ! K± !+!!J/"! "# $
X"!J/"

pp! X ! !+!!J/"! "# $
X"!J/"



X(3872) is a 1++ state
Is this compatible with a good dq-adq structure?

NO!

We need bad, spin 1 diquarks

But bad diquarks are less bound (lattice)...

Anyway X must contain charm quarks!

spin! spin interactions " 1
mQ



wave functs.JPC

0++

1++

1+!

2++

[cq]0[c̄q̄]0 ! ([cq]1[c̄q̄]1)0

[cq]1[c̄q̄]0 + [cq]0[c̄q̄]1!
2

[cq]1[c̄q̄]0 ! [cq]0[c̄q̄]1"
2

# ([cq]1[c̄q̄]1)1

([cq]1[c̄q̄]1)2

([ ]s[ ]s)J

Building the states (L=0)



Isospin & 2 * X(387_) states

At the charmonium scale we expect the annihilations to be small 
and quark mass to dominate :: *observed* X -> ω/ρ isospin breaking 

G.C. Rossi, G. Veneziano; L. Maiani, F. Piccinini, ADP, V.Riquer PRD 2005

We set in the flavor basis Xu, Xd
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= 1.0± 0.4± 0.3



find these two X’s in data

a mass difference Xu-Xd of about ~ 5 MeV was 
predicted :: they could appear in B+ and B0 separately

B+ ! K+Xu with rate !1

B+ ! K+Xd with rate !2

suppose !1 " !2 ! !4 " !3

B0 ! K0Xu with rate !3

B0 ! K0Xd with rate !4

difference in mass from data not significative!

(MPPR `05)



M(J/!"+"!) = 3871.2± 0.5 MeV (World Average)



are there two different X particles?

:: the two neutral states in the 4q-complex ::

:: our NEW hypothesis: two X, generically produced in B+,0 ::

Xu ! X state decaying into D0D̄0!0 = X(3876)
Xd ! X state decaying into J/"!+!! = X(3872)

X+ = [cu][c̄d̄] X! = [cd][c̄ū]
Xu = [cu][c̄ū] Xd = [cd][c̄d̄]

it is tricky that Xd turns out to be lighter than Xu

(maybe electrostatics is responsible for this)

how far is this picture consistent with a four quark model?

However, the assumption, that Xu and Xd would decay in J with similar 
branching ratios was not justified and the earlier scheme is 
superseded by the one presented here. 

(maiani, polosa, riquer prl `07)
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=
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a remarkable fact

A(B+ ! K+Xu) = V + S = A(B0 ! K0Xd)
A(B+ ! K+Xd) = V = A(B0 ! K0Xu)
A(B+ ! K0X+) = S = A(B0 ! K+X!)

(V)alence and (S)ea 
needed to build the final 
state Kaons :: observe 
that the inverted 
pattern with B0 was 
already observed in our 
first paper

as a consequence we have 

f = J/!"+"! f = D0D̄0!0

B(B± ! K±X)B(X ! f)"105 1.05± 0.18
1.01± 0.25± 0.10

10.7± 3.11.9
3.3

####

B(B0 ! K0X)B(X ! f)"105 ####
0.51± 0.28± 0.07

17.3± 7.03.1
5.3

####

(B0/B+)f
####

0.50± 0.30± 0.05
1.62± 0.80

2.23± 0.93± 0.55

what data tell (X(3872) and X(3876) appear to be related by u⇔d symmetry!)

(!I = 0)
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0.94± 0.24± 0.10 1.33± 0.69± 0.52



B±Z±Ks  ; Z±ψ(2S)π±

This is the first charged state observed.  A 2S state?

[cu][c̄d̄]

Z(4433)



Z(4433) as a 1+-

Is the Z(4433) the 2S radial excitation of the 3880?

Z is 600 MeV higher than the X(1+-,1S) and decays to     
ψ(2S) rather than ψ :: M(ψ(2S))-M(ψ(1S)) ~ 590 MeV

J/Ψ π(η),
ηc ρ(ω)
(MPPR 05)

L. Maiani, A. Polosa, V. Riquer, 
arXiv:0708.3997v1 [hep-ph] 29 Aug 2007



What to look for

Neutral partners of Z(4433)~X(1+-,2S) should be 

close by few MeV and decaying to ψ(2S) π/η or     
ηc(2S) ρ/ω 

What about X(1+-,1S)? Look for any charged state at 
≈ 3880 MeV (decaying to ψπ or ηcρ) 

Similarly one expects X(1++,2S) states. Look at 
M~4200-4300: X(1++,2S)->D(*)D(*)

Baryon-anti-baryon thresholds at hand (4572 MeV 
for 2MΛc  and 4379 MeV for MΛc+MΣc). X(2++,2S) 
might be over bb-threshold.



The condensed matter physics of QCD 
Alford, Rajagopal, Wilczek, ‘98-`00 and many others

Diquarks play a crucial role
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Astrophysical applications (glitches in pulsars...!)



Conclusions

The 4q-model gives the simplest 
interpretation of sub-GeV scalar mesons, of 
the 2-X’s observed (prediction), and of the 
charged state (prediction).

Still other particles have to be found to 
firmly assess this interpretation for the 
heavy-light states. 

If confirmed it has strong implications on 
various theoretical aspects of QCD.



some back up slides





e+

e-

f0?  

Y

J/ψ

π

π

J/!

f0(980)

Ds

Ds

responsible of good part of the width

Negative Parity 1−− ! one unit of !

f0(980)(as [sq][s̄q̄]S!wave) ! [sc][s̄c̄]P!wave

diquark-antidiquark in a rising confining 
potential is expected to have a series of 
orbital angular momentum excitations.

bound objects of color neutral states 
should have a limited spectrum 
(possibly S-wave only)

our initial bias



but cleo finds no f0

Call in Bad Diquarks :: S = 2 ! L = 1 possible
S = 2 = 1" 1 :: decay preferably to D!

sD!
s ! reduction of decay width

satellites?



CERN, 02/08/07 L. Maiani. ExoticMesons

Y(4260), discovered by BaBar in 2005, ISR, JPC=1--

26



We did not yet consider any mixing between Xu & Xd

A(B+ ! K+Xu) = V + S = A(B0 ! K0Xd)
A(B+ ! K+Xd) = V = A(B0 ! K0Xu)
A(B+ ! K0X+) = S = A(B0 ! K+X!)



decays
possible decay modes:

1 :: annihilation into gluons (> 2) giving a multihadron uncharmed final state

3 :: quark rearrangement (via tunneling) giving open charm or ψ

>=3 for 
spin 
parity 1+

rate expected to be similar to: !ann(X) ! !(!c1) = 0.96 MeV

2 :: annihilation X ! gg + qq̄

1MeV sets the 
scale of the 
background of 
multihadronic 
decays

but ccb are j=1 (voloshin), so ↛ to two gluons

or
c

q

c

q

q

c

q

c

(red twists)

DD̄!

J/!"



Q!0 Q!"1

3865

3870

3875

D0D!!!0"0

D#D0"0

D#D$"0
D#D0"$X!3872 "%Xd

X!3876 "%Xu D#D$"#

D&#D0
D&0D#

1 2

3

qualitatively we expect that :: (1) must be small (flavor)  :: (2) is larger than (3)

alternative: twist c
and make j/ψ

we could twist here c as 
well; but the *cheapest* 
alternative is still DD*

decays

u
d

s

c

a qualitative picture
 of the barriers

by quark flavor conservation Xd should 
decay in D+D*- :: phase space forbidden. 
D0D*0 is suppressed twice because uu ↔ dd

& because of a small `reduced rate`



the yet unobserved X+-

B(B+ ! K0X+)B(X+ ! J/!"+"0) " 2.2# 10!5

B(B0 ! K+X!)B(X! ! J/!"!"0) " 0.54# 10!5

experimental bounds

B(X! ! !"!"0)
B(Xd ! !"")

" B(B0 ! K+X!)B(X! ! !"!"0)
B(B0 ! K+X!)B(Xd ! !"")

#

# 0.54$ 10!5

B(B0 ! K+X!)B(Xd ! !"")
B(B0 ! K0Xd)
B(B0 ! K0Xd)

=
0.54
0.51

B(B0 ! K0Xd)
B(B0 ! K+X!)

%

%
!!!!
V + S

S

!!!!
2

$ 0.54
0.51

using previous results we get

i.e., the limit

B(X+ ! J/!"+"0) "

!

"""#

$$$$
V + S

S

$$$$
% &' (

?

)

***+

2

# 0.54
0.51

# B(X(3872)! J/!"+"!)



The constituent quark model

H =∑
i
mi+∑

i< j
2κi j(Si ·S j)

De Rujula-Georgi-Glashow

H([cq][c̄q̄!]) = 2m[cq] + 2!cq [Sc · Sq + Sc̄ · Sq̄! ] +
+2!qq̄ Sq · Sq̄! + 2!cq̄ [Sc · Sq̄! + Sc̄ · Sq] + 2!cc̄ Sc · Sc̄

From data on L=0 mesons and baryons we find relations for the 
constituent masses and for the couplings.



-Unnatural spin-parity forbids decay in DDbar
Consistent with observed decays in J+ρ/ω.
-It decays both to ρ and ω due to isospin breaking in its wave function.

Belle

[cq]S=1(c̄q̄)S=0+(cq)S=0[c̄q̄]S=1

-Could decay DDbar 
(D-wave; searched)
-J/Ψ ω  seen by BELLE.

ηcη, ηcπ, nH  

DDbar

J/Ψ π(η),
ηc ρ(ω)

The X Mass Spectrum
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B(X ! !+!!!0J/")
B(X ! !+!!J/")

= 1.0± 0.4± 0.3

isospin violation and two X’s

from early observations by belle and babar (`03-`04)

D(I=1/2)

D*(I=1/2)

molecules

~1 fm

4-quarks

no problem with isospin 
violation :: 1 state :: 
small decay rate to DDπ

Xu = [cu][ūc̄]
Xd = [cd][d̄c̄]

need two states, and make 
isospin violation possible

(MPPR `05)

these two interpretations are not `complementary` or
`unresolvable`. they yield different predictions.


